



 

DURING THIS TIME OF YEAR,  
many people are looking for just the right gift for that special 
young child. But, with aisle after aisle of trendy, colorful, and 
often expensive toys, how can adults choose one that will fill 
that child with glee today, yet still be cherished tomorrow?  
Which toys will have the most significance for that child’s 
growth and development? Great toys can help a child 
practice and learn behaviors, improve perceptions, test 
cause and effect, develop social skills, gain confidence, and 
much more. Below are some tips for choosing an invaluable 
toy that will also provide an important tool for a child’s future 
success.
   

SELECTING A GREAT TOY:   

• 90% child; 10% toy. The child should be able to use the toy to investigate, manipulate, explore, 
discover, create, and experiment. That wonderfully intricate and showy ballerina that turns on a spindle may end up 
being useless for a child’s development. And, once the novelty has worn off, the toy will likely go unused. Toys with 
true lasting value are those that require significant input from the child. 

• Open-ended. Choose toys with multiple uses and that grow with a child. Think of a book. Babies mouth it, 
tap it, look at the pictures, and listen to adults label the pictures. Toddlers can practice turning the pages, point to 
words, and find pictures on the pages. Preschoolers can act out the book, anticipate what might happen next, sing it 
as a song, tell stories about it, and practice reading it.

• Independent play. Choose toys that do not require adult supervision. Young children learn through 
figuring something out. You can show a one-year-old how to do a shape sorter 100 times. But, until he actually turns 
the piece on his own into the spot, he will not learn that skill. 

• Less is more! Avoid overwhelming young children with too many toys. Children actually play with 
and enjoy toys more when there are less of them. Instead, put resources and time into finding one or two 
toys that match the child’s interest, age, and developmental needs. 

THE BEST TOYS – THINK THE 4 Bs. 

BOOKS - Flashy toys are often not the ones that keep giving.  
  

The gift of a book is one that ends up being loved months later (as the flashy gift 
collects dust in the corner). Babies like books with pictures of real items from their 
everyday environment. Toddlers engage in board books with a few words, nursery 
rhymes, simple concepts, and thicker pages that can be turned independently. Older 
preschoolers like storybooks that have relatable stories. In addition to entertaining a 
child and supporting emerging language skills, books are an effective tool adults can 
use to teach about emotions, develop manners, and encourage desired behaviors.

THE JOY OF TOYS. 
The right toy brings amusement today... 
while growing skills for tomorrow. 



BLOCKS - Simple building blocks have multiple uses 
and grow with a child.  

Babies like to explore blocks orally, put them in and out of a container, and bang 
them together. Toddlers practice sorting blocks, stacking blocks and watching 
them fall. Older children build castles and engage in more advanced imaginary 
play. While playing with blocks, children also gain confidence, improve eye-hand 
coordination, learn about balance and gravity, and develop large and small 
muscle control skills. 

BALLS -  Balls are universally loved by children of all ages.  

A two-dollar ball given to a one-year-old may just end up being the favorite. Also, when playing 
with a ball, a child will develop large motor skills and do a healthful physical activity that 

promotes physical development.
 

BOXES - A simple box can bring great joy.  

A refrigerator box once entertained a two-year-old for six months straight. The 
child decorated it, drew on it, hid in it, played pretend in it, ran around it, played 
peek-a-boo in the cutout windows, and even slept in it!  The box was the most 
prized gift that year... and it was free. 

Other gifts with high worth include dress-up clothes, sand and water toys, 
music, and drawing supplies. Decorate a small bin for a preschooler and 
include a little white board, blank paper and various crayons, markers, or 

pencils, a stamper, scissors, stickers, etc. This simple gift will keep the child 
engaged for hours while developing small-muscle skills. Just using these 

materials encourages the child to use creativity to plan, design and 
construct an idea and experiment with line, form, movement, shapes, colors, 

and spatial relationships. 

PLAY IS A CHILD’S WORK.  
Most of the skills a child needs for school are learned through play. 
Engaging toys can bring joy while developing abilities that children 
need for future school success. The right toy and time to play are 
essential. Quality play interactions with an adult also make a 
significant difference. Give a child the best gift of all, spend time 
playing together! This will be the most treasured gift and is sure to 
touch the heart of that special child in your life.

Written by Raelene Ostberg, M.Ed., Thriving Together, LLC  

This article originally appeared in Rochester Women Magazine.  Raelene is founder of Thriving Together 
LLC, an organization dedicated to developing and delivering engaging Keynotes, in-person workshops, 
valuable free resources, live Facebook “Naptime Nuggets”, and other online education series, focused on 
decreasing stress, enhancing joy, and bolstering the success of early childhood professionals in their 
critical work.
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